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Name Position

Daniel Lani Principal

Jennifer Haggerty Assistant Principal

Tanya Mayer Dean of Special Education

Chet Huey Dean

Lynn Jarman Grade 3 Teacher

Wendy Testa Special Area Team Lead

Kim Woodward Counselor

Sarah Nazionale Grade 4 Teacher

Bruce Blakeney Grade 5 Teacher

Kristen Ludington Kindergarten Teacher

Kathy Ruiz EL Teacher

Lynda Breland SPED Teacher

Kjirsten Jones SPED Programs Lead Teacher

Instructional Overview
Provide descriptive information related to the curriculum, instructional programs, and/or existing interventions to

support the academic, behavioral, and/or social emotional needs for all students.

Evergreen Mill Elementary School is committed to instructional excellence and to the academic success of each
of our students. This year, for the first time, we are excited to welcome a full time Dean, Mr. Chet Huey, to our
administrative team. We are focused on maintaining our high level of instructional rigor, while challenging our
staff to grow as teachers and learners.  Additionally, we seek to ensure that every student achieves academically
and to significantly close the gap for our students who require targeted academic interventions. The heart of our
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instructional model is focused on providing sound Core Instruction to all students.  Core instruction is
differentiated to meet the individual needs of each learner.  Our Responsive Instruction (RI) program provides
targeted remediation and enrichment to every student in our building.  All of our students, Pre-K through Grade
5 will participate in Project Based Learning experiences during this school year through our Journey To Success
program.  EMES will continue to implement a Personalized Learning model for the 2022-23 school year. Through
this instructional model we are able to target instruction to meet the needs of learners requiring both
remediation and acceleration. All students will continue to have STEM learning experiences.  Evergreen Mill is
now fully integrated computer science standards across the curriculum in all grades.

Evergreen Mill will continue to have an increased focus on Social Emotional Learning by implementing daily SEL
lessons by following the Second Step curriculum in all grades. Our WATCH D.O.G.S. Program will resume in
October to facilitate parent involvement in our school.  In addition, we have reopened our school to parent
volunteers.  We remain extremely enthusiastic about our very active and growing PTA!  Evergreen Mill is
committed to community engagement and to supporting our families in need.  In September we will offer a
parent assistance night in a manner that is accessible to all families.  We continue to offer a robust Backpack
Buddies Program, food recovery program in partnership with Tree of Life,  clothing and food drives, Cops for
Kids, and our Winter CARE event.  Once again this year we collaborated with Simpson Middle School and
Loudoun County High School on a Back To School community event where school supplies and spirit wear were
provided to our students in need. A multicultural night is planned for February 2023.

Our school leadership team will continue to facilitate a robust professional development program  throughout
the 2022-23 school year.  Our focus continues to be on building our efficacy as teachers of mathematics in order
to reduce opportunity and achievement gaps at our school, to increase our understanding of culturally
responsive teaching leading to increased levels of rigor in our daily lessons, and using restorative language to
support students' social and emotional growth. With the support of our Division Instructional Facilitator and
Instructional Facilitator for Math we are providing ongoing training and professional development in the math
workshop model.  Our Computer Science Instructional Facilitator is providing training for all teachers in
computational thinking and computer science integration across the curriculum.  Our teachers are preparing for
a transition to the use of new reading resources in the Fall of 2023.  Twelve staff members are participating in
advanced Science of Reading training called LETRS.  Five staff members are participating in targeted reading
remediation training called ESCPI.  All teachers are receiving ongoing training and coaching support from our
instructional facilitator of reading.

This year we are continuing our equity work. Mr. Kim Woodward leads our equity team. This team meets
monthly, and monitors our school environment daily.  The committee is currently working on supporting our
instructional mission, providing ongoing training, providing resources to all staff members on creating a
culturally responsive learning environment for all learners, and is seeking ways to foster parent involvement in
our school that mirrors our student population. This year licensed classroom teachers and administrators will be
evaluated on their cultural awareness and application of the LCPS culturally responsive framework. Evergreen
Mill is also committed to continue to interview and to seek to hire teachers and administrators that reflect the
student population at our school.

Extended Learning Opportunities
Provide information to describe extended learning opportunities for students, staff, families and community.

Evergreen Mill provides numerous extended learning opportunities for our students.  We continue to expand our
EDGE groups to support traditionally underrepresented students by providing opportunities in gifted education.
Our Python Advisory Committee (PAC) meets monthly to provide student voice into our school environment and
instructional programs.  An SOL remediation program is offered  to students who would  benefit from extra
academic support in reading and math.  Our PTA offers After School Enrichment Programs for all students.  This



year Evergreen Mill is seeking to partner with Cornerstone Church to provide Spanish language classes to our
community.  Our school business partnerships with Hancock Orthodontics, Lawnboy Lawn Services, Leesburg
Animal Park, and Wildwood Pizza fosters school/community relationships through our Breakfast Buddies
program, school beautification, reading incentive programs, and financial donations that are used to directly
support student learning and parent communication.  An annual exhibition (A Journey To Success) connects our
students and community members as learners.  During the 2022-23 school year we are also seeking to capitalize
on virtual and in-person field trips and guest speakers to support our students with authentic learning
opportunities.  We will once again offer a robust Career Day experience for our students. Annually, the Fall
Festival, Family Fitness Night, Science Night, Science Night, Bingo Night, Bedtime Stories, grade level
performances, multicultural night, our Passion Projects model, and participation in the Spelling bee, play an
important role in extending student learning.

Areas of Strength
Summary statements for domains providing evidence of analysis of trend data over a 3-year period and data
triangulation to confirm areas of strength. Provide a clear connection between outcomes and contributing
factors.

I. Teaching For Learning

Accreditation Rating: Fully Accredited

A. English
1. SOL Pass Rate= 81% pass rate (an improvement of 11% from the previous year).
2. MAP average reading percentile = 57% (above national average and an increase of 2%

from the previous year.)
B. Math

1. SOL Pass Rate= 77% pass rate (an improvement of 7% from the previous year).
2. MAP average math percentile = 55% (above national average and an increase of 5%

from the previous year.)
C. Gr. 3-5 Conditional growth rate in reading (MAP) = 49% (an improvement of 5% from the

previous year)
D. Gr. 3-5 Conditional growth rate in math (MAP) = 54% (an improvement of 14% from the

previous year.)
E. Successful implementation of Personalized Learning in grades K-5.
F. Full implementation of Response To Intervention (RTI) practices.

II. School Environment
A. 95% attendance rate (11% of students demonstrated chronic absenteeism).
B. Student Perception

1. 90% students feel like they belong
2. 98% of students feel like the adults at this school treat them with respect
3. 95% of students report that the school provides a safe and welcoming environment

for them.
4. Students feel that teachers have high expectations for them
5. 93% of students feel that good choices and positive behaviors are acknowledged.

C. Parent Perception
1. 98% of parents reported they believe high academic expectations have been set for

their child.
2. 97% of parents reported strong school/community engagement.
3. 99% of parents report feeling respected by school staff.
4. 100% of parents reported that our school is clean and well kept and 98% reported

feeling that our school is safe.



D. Staff Perception
1. 98% of staff feel supported in their work.
2. 97% of staff feel supported by administration.
3. 97% of staff feel staff development opportunities are relevant and applicable.
4. 100% of staff feel the school does a good job with parent communication.
5. 98% of staff report feeling safe at school.

Areas for Growth
Summary statements for domains providing evidence of analysis of trend data over a 3-year period and data
triangulation to confirm areas of concern. Provide a clear connection between outcomes and contributing
factors.

I. Teaching for Learning

A. Increase the SOL Pass Advanced rate for Black/LatinX students by 5%.

B. Reduce our percentage of students receiving Tier 3 support in math from 15% to 11%.

C. Increase our EL conditional growth rate in math from 44% to 50%.

D. Maintain our IEP conditional growth rate in math at 58% or higher

E. Stabilize our Tier 2 movement in math so that fewer than 10 students in grades 1-5 fall from

Tier 2 to Tier 3.

F. Walk through feedback will focus on the components of the math workshop to ensure a

consistent instructional delivery model.

II. School Environment

A. 40% of students indicated that they have witnessed bullying during the school day.  This is an

increase of 9% over the previous year and will be addressed through PBIS, SEL, and Guidance

Lessons.

B. 90% of students surveyed indicated that they feel a strong sense of belonging at our school as

compared with 95% the year before.

C. 13% of families expressed that they are not as involved in their child’s education as they would

like to be.

D. 7% of families are requesting additional family engagement opportunities.

School Improvement Goals
Strand 1

STRAND I: TEACHING FOR LEARNING

Domain 2 - Mathematics

Outcome

Goal:

By Spring 2024, 92% of

the students in grades 1-5

will be identified as above

Process

Goal:

By Spring 2024, all teachers will

continue to implement all components

of math workshop with fidelity to



the 15th percentile based

on the spring 2024 MAP

Math assessment.

include explicit teaching of key math

vocabulary across the grade levels.

Domain 2 - Mathematics

Outcome

Goal:

By Spring 2024, the

percentage of

Black/Hispanic students

projected to score at a

pass advanced level in

math, based on the MAP

SOL proficiency metric,

will increase to an average

of 12%

Process

Goal:

By spring 2024, all teachers will

continue to implement all components

of math workshop with fidelity to

include the components of culturally

responsive teaching as demonstrated

by a review of monthly walk through

data.

Domain: Science

Outcome

Goal:

By Spring of 2024, all K-5

students will participate in

computer science

instruction that is

integrated across the

curriculum with a focus

on science.

Process

Goal:

All K-5 teachers will receive training and

resources to support the integration of

computer science standards.

School Improvement Goals
Strand 2

Strand II: School Environment

Domain 7 - Commitment to Professional Learning

Outcome

Goal:

Evergreen Mill Elementary

School will create a

welcoming, affirming, safe

Process

Goal:

All teachers will use the equitable

classroom design and wayside teaching

techniques to ensure that the



and fully inclusive learning

environment for all

students and staff as

evidenced through a

school-based survey

targeting these four areas,

and through LCPS staff and

student climate surveys.

classroom environment and daily

lessons reflect a culturally responsive

approach.

Domain 6 - Leadership and Governance

Outcome

Goal:

All teachers will implement

a fully inclusive and

culturally responsive

co-teaching model with

the goal of moving our

students from dependence

to independence as

learners as evidenced by a

reduction in the

percentage of students

receiving Tier 3 reading

and math support in our

school to 8 percent or less

by Spring 2024.

Process

Goal:

The staff at EMES will singularly focus

on moving students from dependence

to independence through co-planning

and co-teaching of core instruction

delivered through authentic learning

experiences as observed through

walk-throughs, formal observations and

lesson plan reviews at a rate of 80%

efficacy.


